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+ an explanation of how to use html+javascript+css as a styleguide for a project --- Introduction: We can apply a very generic stylistic guide as a styleguide, to create a project where we can keep a uniform global style, and focus on the content, rather than on the visual style. This is easier to achieve with a little HTML and CSS than with SASS or LESS, which requires
working at a much more abstract level, but this style guide has some strong features. Goal: Making the work process as simple as possible. Step 1: When you create your HTML code, make sure that it is styled consistently. Step 2: In CSS, we style the HTML. Step 3: There is no need to give a class to every element. Step 4: Link a CSS file and a JavaScript file to your
HTML file. Step 5: If you want to give your user a visual style guide, you can easily do so in the HTML. Step 6: It's possible to give a unique style to all the pages of your website. Step 7: The CSS properties are very powerful, but they don't understand everything. Step 8: There are features that are too powerful to manage with CSS. Step 9: Linking a CSS file and a
JavaScript file is the best way to display the website with a consistent global style. Step 1: Stylizing the HTML When we have to design an application, it is sometimes a good idea to start by creating the base of the application. In this case, the base is the structure of the page, in our case, we have a navigation bar with a logo, a header
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